Fermilah anti L13N!, are in the midst of it slI[lerconducling magnet R&D program to (esl and optimize the design of quadntpoles to be used in the T,He
optimize the design of quadntpoles to be used in the T,He
Interaction Region inner (riplets. The magnets arc required to deliver a 215 Tim gradient across a 70mm aperturc.
Five quadrupole short models have been fabricated and tilllr of them have been tested. This paper describes the last model design detai Is and reports the results [) I' Ihe magnet quench performance study.
lNTRODUCT10N
Quadrupole magnets for the J .l-le inner triplets have to provide a nominal field gradient 0[' 205 and 215 Tim (high and low luminosity IRs) in n 70 1111\\ bore, and to 0Jlerate in superfluid helium at 1.9 K.
The design of t\lesc magnets ha5 been developed by the collaboration of Fermilah, BNL and LBNT, I. 1-31.
A series of 2 111 long model magnets (RGQ) is being built now at Fermilah to test and optimize thc design <Lnd assembly mcthod hdore proceeding to the construction of a full scale prototype magnet Three models HGQO 1-03 have each been tested in two thcrmal cycles. Model HGQ05 is currently being tested in a second thermal cycle. This paper reports the design optimization amI summarizes quench performance of the HGQ short model magnets.
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
Magnet cross-section is shown in l<'igure 1. It consists of a two-layer eos(20) coil made of Rutherford-type cables, stainles» steel collar laminations and a cold iron yoke. The details or base-line design have been described elsewhere 12,3).
The training histories for the first three models HOQO 1 -03 were summarized in [3 J. These models demonstrated long and slow training at 4.5 K and 1.9 K.
Short sample limit at 1.9 K has not been reached. Hgllrc I: Iligh Gradient Quadmpole cross-section.
Maximum achieved field gradient of -215 Tim is close to the nominal field gradient but it is much lower than the magnet design gradient of 250 TIm. Signi fie ant retraining effect was observed on HGQ03.
Analysis of HGQO 1-03 results showed that the observed quench performance was associated with several manufacturing and design details, such as insufficient and non-uniform coil end and end-body transition prestress, low coil end rigidity, a significant dilTerenee of thermal contraction for the Ullem spacers and conductor in the coil, longitudinal instability or the collar structure.
Model HGQ05 included a set of changes which addressed the issues raised hy previous models. The most important of the changes from the base-line design included on HGQ05 arc:
Usc of G I 0 as end part material Rc-cure of inner coil at higher pressure, resulting in a higher inlier layer elasticity modulus and more uniform inner/outer coil mechanical properties Coil azimuthal stress and longitudinal end force measurements were made at room temperature during fabrication and during cold test in each excitation cycle.
The results for lIGQ05 and other models arc summarized in Table I . 
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Training results for this magnet at 4.5 K and 1.9 K in first thermal eyck are presented in Figure 3 . ';J --:
Ji.
lin 11 D At 4.5 K after short training the estimated short sample limit has been achieved. At 1.9 K only two quenches were required to reach a field gradient of 215
Tim. When the quenc h current rem:hed 95% or the short sample limit the training rate slowed ami the erratic quenches OCCUlTed in the inner coil tmll adjacent to the wedge and in the outer coil return end next to pole turns.
Quench performance in first thermal cycle for tIll)
IIGQ short models is summarized in Table 2 . First quench currents at 4.5 K and 1.9 K as well as numher of quenches required to reach I 1.5 kA arc presented. 14""" Rall'I' Rale [Alse£] l:igure 4: lIGQ05 quench current ralllp rate dependance.
Summary of magnet ramp rate sensitivity and coil curing temperature is reported in Tahle 3.
Tahle 3: Ramp rate sensitivity Pm all magnets the quench current ramp rate sensitivity was low jill' current ramp rates up to 300 A/s. This ramp rate is an order of magnitude higher than thc nominal J JIC current ramp rate. Ollcm:h current did not depend on the coil curing temperature (interstrand resistance in the cable Was still quite high). SincL: the high ramp rate quenches arc observed ncar the inter layer spIkes, the prohable explanation for this ramp ratc dependcnce is the combination of AC losses and cooling conditions in the solder-filled splice eahlc.
The dependance of quench current vs. temperature for '"
:;:
Figure S: lIGQOS quench current tempcrature dependance.
The monotonic decrease oj' quench current with tempemture increase was ohserved at temperatures ahove 1.9 K. Quenches in the temperature intL:rval 2.2-3.0 K originated in the outer layer coilllear one of the inter-layer �plices. High rcsistivL: heating and restrictcd cable cooling condi tions in sp lice arca can cause a significant reduction of magnet quench current with respect to it:> short sample limit lSI. Inter-layer splice cooling conditions will be llptil1liz�d in the next models.
The measured and calculated quench currents at 4..5 K ,\lid 1.9 K arc reported in Table 4 . Table 4 : Quench current (a) 1.9 K and 4.5 K After training at 1.9 K all magnets reached their short samplc limit at 45 1<.. With nominal superconductor parameters the temperature marr:in al nominal operation current fm this design is about 2.:1 K.
CONCLUSIONS
Four High Gradient Quadrupole short models have been fabricated and tested al 1 :ennilab. Signilkant improvement in magnet training at 4.5 K and 1.9 K was achieved ill last 11100Jel (IKiQ05) as a result or the optimization of design details of magnet support structure.
T�st of 11(;005 in a second thennal cycle continues.
Although the results ohtained demonstrate that dlc magnet design· can pm vide thc required quench performance some further oJltimit.ation is desirahle. The short model R&D prognllll is heing re-evaluated based on the program goals and rcsults achieved. Three additional short models arc included !ll the program to complete desir:n optimization.
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